Strange hadrons which contain strange-quarks are artificially produced in high energy particle collisions. Strange hadrons are unstable and decay into hadrons which contain up-and down-quarks in a short time. We therefore recognize that materials existing in nature are made from u/d-quarks. Is this statement truly universal in the present universe? Strange matter may stably exist in highly dense matter such as in neutron star cores.
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Hyperon constituent in a neutron star core [1] is in question because it affects the Equation of
State (EoS) of the neutron star. The EoS determines the maximal mass of a neutron star, which is related to a mechanism of a supernova, a formation scenario of a neutron star or black hole via a supernova and a thermal evolution of a neutron star.
Strangeness nuclear physics, particularly hypernuclear physics, can provide vital information to solve the above-mentioned question. Magnitudes of hyperon-single particle potentials tell us hyperon admixture in neutron matter as a function of the nucleon density. Behaviors of hyperon-nucleon (YN) and hyperon-hyperon (YY) interactions in nuclear medium modify the EoS of a neutron star. Particularly, effects of multi-body nucleon interactions are to be important and have yet to be clarified. The information will be obtained from precision spectroscopic studies of hypernuclei.
Strangeness nuclear physics is one of important subjects to be carried out in J-PARC. We will survey experimental contributions to the physics of neutron stars in strangeness nuclear physics and hope to discuss what we can do next.
